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The EAR Production Suite Plug-ins 
What is it? 
The EAR Production Suite (EPS) includes a collection of VST® audio plug-ins for use in 

digital audio workstation (DAW) software; the core EAR Production Suite plug-ins and a 

supplementary plug-in to support using the ADM with third-party tools. 

Core EPS Plug-ins 
The core EAR Production Suite plug-ins enable the creation of NGA content by allowing 

the user to define and control object-based and channel-based audio items, and to build 

programme definitions from them (corresponding to ADM audioProgramme elements). 

When used in conjunction with the REAPER ADM Extension (described below), the user 

can export this NGA content in BW64 format using embedded ADM metadata (as defined 

in ITU-R BS.2076). The plug-ins also provide real-time monitoring capabilities using the 

EBU ADM Renderer (EAR) as defined in ITU-R BS.2127. 

 

The plug-ins fall into three categories: input, control, and monitoring. A project can 

contain any number of input plug-ins and any number of monitoring plug-ins, but only 

one control plug-in. 

 

 
The input plug-ins define audio items that are available to use within programme 

definitions and set parameters specific to each individual item. The available input plug-

ins within the EAR Production Suite are the EAR Object plug-in (for sources to treat as 

object-based items), and the EAR DirectSpeakers plug-in (for channel-based items). 
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The EAR Object plug-in describes a single-channel sound source that can be positioned 

freely in 3D space. The interface provides object parameter controls such as position, 

size, and diffuseness, which can all be automated if desired. There is also a setting that 

applies gain during playback (as opposed to baking it in to the audio data on export). 

 

 
The EAR DirectSpeakers plug-in allows the user to set metadata associated with 

traditional channel-based audio beds, for accommodating assets in traditional “surround 

sound” formats. This plug-in has fewer controls, simply allowing you to select the 

appropriate layout of loudspeakers from the list of layouts defined in ITU-R BS.2051, to 

describe the mapping of audio channels in the source signal to loudspeaker positions. The 

interface displays the associated speaker positions visually. 
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Input plug-ins feed the control plug-in, which is known as the EAR Scene. This plug-in 

appears only once in a project and is used to add higher-level metadata that applies more 

generally to the project. If you are familiar with the ADM, the input plug-ins mostly affect 

elements at AudioPackFormat and below whereas the Scene affects those at 

AudioObject and above. The EAR Scene plug-in allows the user to build programme 

definitions from the available items defined by the input plug-ins, and to configure 

interactivity options. It is possible to use an item across multiple programmes allowing for 

easy creation of variations of content from shared media assets. A typical usage scenario 

would be to create a programme for English audiences which includes English narration, 

and another programme for Welsh audiences using the same items but simply swapping 

the English narration item for Welsh narration. Alternate programme definitions can also 

be used to represent an audio described version or an alternative sports commentary. 

 

The interface represents programmes as tabs. Programmes have a name, and the main 

language of any dialogue can be optionally specified. The audio and metadata from all 

input plug-ins in the project can be added to a programme as an item. Items can be unique 

to a programme or shared between several. The scene plug-in allows you to edit 

interactivity settings for items within a programme. These can be used to afford the 

listener some degree of control over playback, such as changing dialogue levels.  
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A project can have multiple monitoring plug-ins. Each plug-in processes the audio and 

metadata received from the control plug-in, then outputs the result to a specific 

loudspeaker configuration. For example the 0+2+0 Monitoring plug-in outputs in stereo. 

The three numbers in the plug-in names represent the number of speakers in the top, 

middle and bottom layer respectively, as defined in ITU-R BS.2051. Having multiple 

rendering plug-ins lets you easily monitor how an ADM file will sound in different 

listening environments. The EAR monitoring plug-ins use the open-source libear library 

to produce their output in accordance with ITU-R BS.2127.  

 

For the various plug-ins to communicate with each other, we make use of Google’s 

Protocol Buffers (protobuf) to serialise input and scene metadata. As DAW plug-ins 

traditionally have no built-in mechanism to facilitate inter-plug-in communication, we use 

nng to transmit this serialised data. Protobuf’s serialisation also provides a convenient 

mechanism to save the plug-in state to the DAW project. The plug-ins are built using the 

JUCE framework from ROLI and the VST®3 plug-in SDK from Steinberg. 
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Supplementary Plug-in 
Within the EAR Production Suite package is an additional VST® plug-in called the ADM 

Export Source. This also integrates with the REAPER ADM Extension and can be used as an 

alternative to the core EAR Production Suite plug-ins. It offers a simple way to define ADM 

metadata in projects which include channel-based, binaural or ambisonic assets. 

 

 
For slightly more advanced use cases, the ADM Export Source plug-in can be configured 

as an Object type and placed on a track with a Facebook 360 Spatialiser or VISR Object 

plug-in. In this scenario, the REAPER ADM Extension will generate representative ADM 

metadata for the Object by reading the parameter and automation data for the 

spatialisation plug-in. 

Contrast in Workflows 
We would encourage the use of the core EAR Production Suite plug-ins in the vast 

majority of use cases – particularly if the content is being created and mixed from scratch. 

This workflow encourages a more NGA-oriented approach by enabling the creator to 

offer a more personalised and curated experience to the listener through interactivity 

options and alternative programme definitions. 
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That being said, the ADM Export Source plug-in certainly has its place. It allows existing 

channel-based or even HOA content to be easily exported with ADM metadata to describe 

its original intent, whilst still supporting a truly NGA-oriented approach by maintaining 

separation of assets. It also allows object-based mixes which employ the Facebook 360 or 

VISR plug-in suites to be exported with ADM. The audio mix for VR/360˚ video productions 

can now be archived and exchanged using a single BW64 file, retaining separation of the 

audio objects. 

Why the two solutions? 
This is a question we have been asked in the past and understandably so – why have a 

separate plug-in that follows a completely different approach to the core EPS plug-ins? 

 

The fundamental reason for the existence of the ADM Export Source plug-in was concurrent 

development timelines. The REAPER ADM Extension was a huge part of the EPS work, and to 

avoid development delays by waiting on EPS plug-in development we needed an 

established plug-in suite to develop against. In doing so, we would also appeal to a wider 

demographic by offering workflows that do not enforce the use of the core EPS plug-ins. 

 

We began by supporting ADM import using the Facebook 360 plug-in suite since this is a 

popular spatial audio plug-in solution which most spatial audio creators would be familiar 

with. We soon followed with VISR plug-in suite support since this only required minor 

adaptations to the extension code. By this point, EPS plug-in development was in full swing, 

but the development of export support within the extension needed to begin as soon as 

possible due to the gravity of the task. So, we began by looking at how we might support 

export from projects imported using third-party plug-in suites. 

 

For the export process, we needed some way of identifying individual audio items in a 

project, what they identify as in ADM, what properties they hold, and what audio should be 

used for that item. Therefore, the ADM Export Source VST® was created to serve this 

purpose, and the common ADM export code for the extension was developed against it. 

Although beginning as a short-term solution to resolve a development bottleneck, we felt 

the plug-in served a wider purpose and should become part of the EAR Production Suite. 

Therefore, it was developed into a more refined product and included in the release. 
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The Reaper ADM Extension 
As has been mentioned in the previous section, the EAR Production Suite includes an 

extension for the REAPER digital audio workstation (DAW) software which provides ADM 

import and export support. We chose to focus on REAPER integration for the EPS 

because REAPER has a very comprehensive application programming interface (API) for 

extending its functionality. In future, we hope that other DAWs will offer similar ADM 

import/export functionality to that provided by this extension. 

 

To import an ADM file, the extension provides extra menu options to create a new project 

from an ADM file, or to import an ADM file into an existing project. Alternatively, the user 

can simply right-click on an ADM asset with the project to find new context-menu options 

allowing the user to “explode” the media into its constituent parts. These menus offer the 

use of three different plug-in suites. We would generally recommend the use of the EAR 

Production Suite plug-ins during import since these have been developed towards the 

ADM specification and will therefore most accurately represent the structure of the ADM 

being imported. However, the extension also provides support for third-party spatial 

audio plug-in suites for users that prefer to use the Facebook 360 or VISR plug-ins. 

 

During import, a track structure is created to represent the ADM metadata, and audio 

assets are extracted from the source media and placed on to those tracks. Spatialisation 

plug-ins are created along with automation envelopes to reflect dynamic, time-varying 

metadata. 

 

To export an ADM file, the extension provides a new format option in the REAPER render 

dialog: “ADM File”. This option will produce a BW64 file with embedded ADM metadata 

according to specifications ITU-R BS.2088 and ITU-R BS.2076. 
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This solution was chosen as it follows the same workflow a user would be familiar with to 

generate finished media from a REAPER project. During the export process, the extension 

will examine the project structure, the plug-ins, and their parameter and automation 

envelopes to produce ADM metadata. For audio, it will take streams directly from the 

EAR Scene plug-in or from ADM Export Source plug-ins to provide independent audio for 

each item in the available programme definitions. 
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How it works under the hood 
The REAPER ADM Extension makes use of two open-source libraries, libbw64 and libadm. 

Libbw64 allows us to read and write BW64 (broadcast wave) files, including the metadata 

associated with the axml and chna tags that are required by the ADM. On import, libadm 

is used to parse the axml chunk extracted from the broadcast wave file. It builds a model 

of the ADM document that closely matches the structure of ADM XML but provides a 

convenient API for reading, writing and modifying the contained data. 

 

 
Routes through this model are traversed, starting from the top-level audioProgramme 

elements and going through to the low-level audioBlockFormats that contain time-

varying metadata such as audio object positions. As the REAPER extension progresses 

along each route, it builds up a model of the DAW project that will be generated, creating 

audio tracks, determining which source audio channels need to be placed on which track 

in the project, and figuring out where they should be located along the timeline. 

 

During this process, the PluginSuite interface is called at several stages to allow for 

customisation of import with different sets of plug-ins. Typical things a PluginSuite 

implementation might do include instantiating plug-ins, setting parameters and 

automation for those plug-ins using ADM metadata and modifying the channel ordering 

of multi-channel beds to match that expected by a particular vendor. Once all paths 
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through the ADM have been completed, we walk the project model, calling the REAPER 

API to generate all the elements of the imported REAPER project. 

 

The extension supports multiple plug-in suites, and both the import and export methods 

are adapted accordingly to suit these workflows. The project structure will differ between 

imports using the different plug-in suites owing to their differing capabilities. For 

example, some ambisonics formats can be supported by the Facebook 360 plug-in suites, 

but not currently by either of the alternative suites and so these assets would be omitted 

from the import. Additionally, plug-in suites may only be able to represent a subset of 

ADM parameters. For example, the third-party plug-in suites are largely confined to 

representing just the position and gain of object-based and channel-based items in the 

ADM. In contrast, the core EPS plug-ins can support some of the more advanced 

parameters featured in ADM. 

 

The generated track structure will also differ between the EAR Production Suite plug-ins 

and the third-party alternatives since the EAR Scene plug-in takes responsibility for 

managing multiple programme elements within source media. Conversely, the third-party 

plug-in suites do not have this capability since they were not originally designed for ADM. 

Therefore, when third-party plug-in suites are selected for import, separate programme 

and content elements are represented by VCA groups in REAPER with individual 

programme and content faders. This allows users to easily monitor different programme 

and content elements in an imported file using simple track solos. 

Continuing with the import process, the extension then extracts individual audio assets 

from the source media and places them as media items on relevant tracks in the REAPER 

project. The bounds of each media item reflect bounds defined in the ADM metadata. 

 

Export is performed via the usual Render function within REAPER. The extension registers 

a new PCM Sink via the REAPER API, which manifests as a new format option in the render 

dialog (format being the file format to write out, such as MP3, AAC, WAV etc.) Since 

REAPER is designed around a typical channel-based production process, a sink is 

expected to simply receive a set number of channels of pre-processed, pre-mixed PCM 

audio, to encode it, and to write the data out to file. This approach does not work for NGA 

formats however, since the audio items need to be kept separated. They must be received 
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by the sink unprocessed with metadata describing what they are, how they should be 

processed, and how they should fit in to the final mix. 

 

For this reason, the ADM sink is very different to most sinks designed for REAPER. The 

PCM audio fed into the sink by REAPER is ignored and actually only used as a timing 

reference (how far into the output file it is currently rendering). Instead, the extension 

establishes communication channels to the EAR Scene or the ADM Export Source plug-ins, 

depending upon which is present in the project. The plug-ins feed audio directly to the 

extension, thus enabling the extension to maintain separation of audio items in the 

output file. The plug-ins essentially behave as tapping points for audio. 

 

Regarding metadata, the EAR Scene plug-in will provide a template ADM structure to the 

extension detailing the available programmes, items within those programmes, and the 

interactivity settings. When using the ADM Export Source plug-ins, the extension 

generates a simple single programme structure containing an item for each one of the 

plug-in instances. In both cases, the extension then populates the per-item metadata by 

referring to automation envelopes and plug-in parameter settings. 
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Where to get it 
The EAR Production Suite is available to download, along with a tutorial video you can 

watch. The source code for the EPS can be downloaded from GitHub. The EPS is 

distributed under the GPLv3.0 to comply with the binary distribution requirements of 

JUCE and VST®3. However, if you would like to work with us and require portions of the 

source code under a more permissive license, please get in touch. 

 

The component libraries libadm, libear, and libbw64 are also available. These libraries are 

all distributed under the Apache licence, version 2.0. 

Tell us about it 
We’re really keen to know what you think of the EAR Production Suite. For feedback, 

feature request and bug reports, we would appreciate it if you submit an Issue on our 

GitHub page. You can also contact the EPS team at ear-production-suite-

admins@list.ebu.ch. If you are considering adding ADM support to your own tools, we 

would be very happy to discuss and advise. 


